
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
A Ways To Go  John & Craig 

 
 

Web presence 
 

Band site http://dixiefried.co.uk/ 
Twitter https://twitter.com/DixieFrieduk 
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/dixiefried.band 
Bandcamp http://dixiefried.bandcamp.com/ 
BRC Records http://www.brcrecords.co.uk/#/ 

 
Contact 
 
Band john@dixiefried.co.uk 
Mobile 07876 225486 (John) 
Management dochan@brcrecords.co.uk 

 

Dixie Fried are a contemporary blues rock 2 piece from central Scotland. Fusing 
the rhythmic trance-like blues of the North Mississippi Hill Counties, with the 
bands undoubted love of rock music throughout the ages.  
 
Throwing RL Burnisde, The Black Keys, Junior Kimbrough and Led Zeppelin into a 
huge blender and pouring out familiar warm yet edgy sounds, all the while 
uniquely Dixie Fried.  
 
Since inception in 2011, they have  released one E.P. and two albums on Glasgow 
Independent label Big Rock Candy Records. Numerous festival, TV Appearances 
and support slots. Dixie Fried ensure they get every Juke Joint jumping 
 
Having several Scottish tours during past few years, festival slots at Almost Blue in 
Dundee, Maryport Blues, Beat Herder Lancs, Jocktoberfest on The Black Isle, and 
recent winners of Best Small Festival at Scottish Event Awards Southern Fried 
Festival. Supports slots for Aynsley Lister, The Beards, Molotov Jukebox, Bob Log 
III, Marcus Bonfanti and Dave Arcari. Dixie fried can adapt to any environment to 
put on a captivating show.  
 
 
 
 

Quotes 
 
 

Blues Matters:-  
“The rawness of the duo is a major strength and a refreshing change from the over-
produced, over-hyped, multi-instrumental bands on the circuit. They must be sensational 
live, whether jamming in a garage or on stage at King Tut’s, because of Craig and John can 
light up a studio then any live venue will be an inferno.” 
 

Barry Gordon (The Scotsman):-   
“Dixie Fried touches a nerve not unlike a rusty stylus dropped upon a Son House 45”  
 
Jules Boyle (Daily Record) 
“…for everyone who was blown away by the mighty Dixie Fried on Saturday night (at McChuils) they 
are playing King Tuts on November 28th. It's a Friday night, will be a cracker.”  
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